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Abstract. Microstructures of unstained human melanoma skin tissues
have been examined by multimodal nonlinear optical microscopy.
The polarized shape of the individual melanoma cell can be readily
recognized—a phenotype that has been identified in laboratory cul-
tures as characteristic of proliferating melanocytes but has not been
demonstrated in clinical instances. The results thus provide snapshots
of invading melanoma cells in their native environment and suggest a
practical means of connecting in vitro laboratory studies to in vivo
processes. © 2009 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
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Introduction

elanoma is a malignant tumor of melanocytes that are found
redominantly in skin but also in the bowel and in eyes.1 In
he United States, its incidence rate has climbed from 7.9 per
00,000 in 1975 to 21.5 per 100,000 in 2005, with an average
ortality rate of 2.6 per 100,000. It is the most invasive skin

ancer and causes the majority of skin cancer–related deaths.2

ormal human skin melanocytes exist in a growth-controlled
tate and stay at the basal membrane of the epidermis, exhib-
ting a multidendritic shape.3 Tumorigenic melanoma cells,
owever, gain the capability of agglomerating at early phases
nd spreading downward through the epidermis–dermis junc-
ion into the dermis layer at late invasion phases.4

In laboratory culture, uncontrolled proliferation of melano-
ytes can be triggered by the absence of keratinocytes �the
rimary cell type in epidermis producing keratin�, but the
rowth regulation can be restored by co-culturing with
eratinocytes.5,6 These in vitro studies revealed a concomitant
hange in cellular morphology in which the multidendritic
orm, also observed in vivo,3 is associated with normal mel-
nocytes, whereas the bipolar, tripolar, and spindle shapes are
ssociated with growth-unregulated melanocytes �cf. Fig.
�a��. It remains unknown, however, whether a similar obser-
ation for cell morphologies can be made in clinical cases
ith developing melanoma. In particular, considering that an

nvading melanoma cell has to displace and meander through
he dermis layer, which is densely populated by collagen fi-
ers, it will be of great interest to characterize the relative
patial relationship between a melanoma cell and its hosting
ollagen matrix in situ. Knowledge of this nature, which is the
rimary goal of this article, is important and is directly rel-
vant to relating molecular pathology of cancer7 to in vitro
nvestigations8–10 and histopathology because cellular mor-
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phology represents a synthesis of complex genetic and epige-
netic networks as they respond to the host environment.4

Visualization in conventional histology relies on contrast
usually provided by the H&E staining, where hematoxyline
�H� marks the nuclei and eosin �E� stains the cytoplasm and
collagen. Unfortunately, dye staining is not a contrast-
generating mechanism that can be easily generalized for in
vivo use. It has been reported that circulating melanoma cells
can be identified by certain molecular markers, therefore fa-
cilitating the diagnosis of melanoma.10 However, morphologi-
cal features of individual invasive melanoma cells are still
difficult to obtain. To image a sample without staining—
methods that potentially can be extended to in vivo
applications—it is necessary to have an alternative contrast-
generating mechanism based on the native chemical compo-
nents and molecular organization in the specimen. Multipho-
ton microscopy stands out as a practical means of
approaching this problem.11–13 Previous examination of the
unstained skin tissue has carefully characterized the optical
absorption,14 scattering,15 and emission signal from separate
components such as autofluorescence from reduced
NAD�P�H, flavin protein, melanin, etc.,16–21 as well as high-
order generation from collagen and other filament
structures,22–27 or combination of multiple techniques.28–34

The rapid expansion of the knowledge base brought by these
techniques has paved the way for optical study of unstained
skin cancer tissue. Here, we will apply such multiphoton non-
linear microscopy to achieve simultaneously the morphology
of individual melanoma cells and cell clusters and their inter-
mediate reaction with the nearby extracellular matrix environ-
ment.

Melanoma cells, being differentiated from melanocytes,
are rich in melanin, which is primarily composed of poly-
meric 5,6-dihydroxyindole and its derivatives.35 The indole
moiety in 5,6-dihydroxyindole �Fig. 1�c�� suggests electronic
transitions amenable to fluorescence detection,36,37 providing
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melanin-sensitive contrast mechanism in tissues.38 Spectro-
copic studies have shown that melanin absorbs strongly from
he UV region �wavelength �300 nm� throughout the entire
isible spectrum �wavelength �800 nm�, whereas its fluores-
ence falls between 400 and 700 nm.39,40 Fluorescence from
elanin can also be accessed spectroscopically by two-photon

xcitation in the near-infrared �NIR� region from
00 nm to 900 nm.17,18,41–43 Melanin has also been reported
o give good contrast in other optical microscopy approaches,
uch as confocal reflectance microscopy38,44 and two-photon
bsorption microscopy.14,45,46 Collagen fibers, the main com-
onent of the extracellular matrix, are polypeptides rich in
roline, glycine, and other amino acids that do not contain

ig. 1 �a� Illustration showing melanocyte cells and their tissue envi-
onment in a normal skin section �not drawn to scale�. �b� Illustration
f the morphologies for the normal and malignant cells. Pigment-
ontaining melanosomes are represented by the black rod/sphere in-
ide the melanocytes. �c� Chemical structure of the principal fluores-
ence moiety in melanin and an energy diagram for two-photon
xcited fluorescence �TPEF�. �d� Structure of a collagen bundle �pro-
ein data bank ID=2D3F� and an energy diagram for second har-
onic generation �SHG�.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 024042-
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chromophores �cf. Fig. 1�d��. Based on its chemical composi-
tion alone, unstained collagen is invisible to fluorescence mi-
croscopy. Yet the highly anisotropic organization of collagen
bundles in situ suggests possible detection means based on
nonlinear spectroscopy, including second-harmonic genera-
tion �SHG�47–53 and sum frequency generation,22,54–56 which
are specifically sensitive to materials with asymmetric
second-order susceptibility.57

Such information enables us to simultaneously acquire
melanin-sensitive two-photon excited fluorescence �TPEF�
and the collagen-sensitive second-harmonic generation
�SHG�. In this report, we focus on visualizing the fine mor-
phology of melanomas and their immediate interactions with
extracellular matrix in unstained human skin cancer tissue,
testing the hypotheses that single-wavelength excitation mul-
tiphoton microscopy can be used to examine the fine cellular
features in unstained tissue samples and that the bipolar cel-
lular shape observed in laboratory culture could be clinically
relevant by visualizing the morphology in tissue samples.

2 Materials and Methods
2.1 Human Skin Melanoma Tissue
Tissue samples were obtained from a 63-year-old Asian fe-
male patient, who had developed acrolentiginous melanoma
in her right sole �Fig. 2� in 2006. Since melanoma cells had
invaded past the papillary dermis layer into the reticular der-
mis layer, this case is classified as exhibiting Clark’s level IV.
According to the American Joint Communication on Cancer
�AJCC� staging system �1992�, this case was allocated in
clinical stage II. A surgical excision was performed, and no
systemic metastasis has been found after thorough investiga-
tion. The five-year survival rate is above 75% for this type of
case, and this patient is closely followed after treatment.

A skin biopsy was fixed by 10% buffered formalin, embed-
ded in paraffin, and sectioned longitudinally with a thickness

Fig. 2 Wide-field grayscale image of an unstained human melanoma
tissue excised from patient’s sole. The down-pointing arrow indicates
invasion from the epidermis to the dermis. A photograph for the topi-
cal area is displayed in the bottom inset.
March/April 2009 � Vol. 14�2�2
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f 3 microns. Individual tissue sections were then mounted on
tandard 1-mm-thick quartz slides and covered by 170-
icron-thick quartz coverslips �Technical Glass, Painesville
ownship, Ohio�. The sample was first studied by multipho-

on imaging, followed by a modified Masson’s trichrome
taining58,59 for assignment of nonlinear optical signal
ources.

.2 Multimodal Multiphoton Microscopy
multimodal microscope was constructed from a modified

ommercial inverted microscope, the optical layout for which
s outlined in Fig. 3�a�. Briefly, collimated 830-nm, �70-fs
ulses from a 80-MHz Ti:Sapphire oscillator �Spectra-
hysics, Mountain View, California� were directed into an

nverted microscope �IX71, Olympus, Center Valley, Pennsyl-
ania�. The laser beam was then reflected by a dichroic mirror
640dcbpxr-270, Chroma, Rockingham, Vermont� into an oil-
mmersion objective �100�, NA 1.35, Olympus, Center Val-
ey, Pennsylvania� and focused into the tissue sample, which
s secured on a piezo stage �P517.3CL, PI, Auburn, Massa-
husetts� on top of a motorized stage �H117, Prior Scientific,
ockland, Massachusetts�. The absolute x, y, and z positions
f the stage were read out from capacitive sensors on the
iezo stage and motor encoding on the motorized stage and
ere recorded for reconstructing the 3-D image. No detect-

ble photobleaching or photodegradation of the samples was
bserved throughout the experiment.

TPEF was collected in an epiconfiguration through the
ame microscope objective used for excitation. A set of emis-
ion filters �HQ60080, E680SP, Chroma, Rockingham, Ver-
ont; E480LP, Edmund Optics, Barrington, New Jersey� was

sed to reject stray excitation light and to confine the detected
hotons in the 550 to 650 nm spectral range. The spectrally
ltered photons were detected by a single-photon counting
valanche photodiode �Perkin-Elmer, Quebec, Canada�.

The SHG signal propagated forward and was collected si-
ultaneously by a UV-transmitting air objective �40�, LUV-

0, NA=0.5, Optics for Research, Verona, New Jersey�. The
ollected light was filtered through two emission filters

ig. 3 �a� Scheme for optical layout. The abbreviations are PMT, ph
eneration; and TPEF, two-photon excited fluorescence. �b� Power dep
ependence of the incident laser power. The inset shows how the tw
xcitation fluorescence is selected using a bandpass spectral filter �55
f collagen-generated second harmonic radiation centers at around 4
ournal of Biomedical Optics 024042-
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�E460SPUV and HQ450/80, Chroma, Rockingham, Vermont�,
spectrally resolved by a monochromator �SP2150, Princeton
Instruments/Acton, Acton, Massachusetts� and detected by a
photomultiplier tube �PMT� module �H6240, Hamamatsu,
Bridgewater, New Jersey�.

To correct for the orientational distribution of collagen fi-
ber bundles in SHG experiments,23,24,60 two mutually orthogo-
nal excitation polarizations �via a half-wave plate� were used
to acquire SHG images. One polarization was approximately
parallel to the boundary of epidermis by visual estimation,
and the other was perpendicular. Images were reconstructed
by combining these data, which were rescaled based on the
polarization-dependent 830-nm laser transmission power cali-
bration without the sample present. The signal power depen-
dence and spectral attributes of the setup were characterized
�Fig. 3�b��.

The reduced scattering coefficient of the skin at wave-
lengths from 400 nm to 800 nm is about 50 cm−1 �Ref. 15�,
corresponding to a penetration depth of about 200 microns.
Therefore, contrast from the TPEF and forward SHG in this
study will not be degraded by the thickness �3 microns� of
the skin tissue sample used.

2.3 Collection Efficiency of Second-Harmonic
Generation

Due to the coherent nature of SHG, it is important to consider
the geometry of signal generation and detection. In the present
case, the tightly focused field obtained with a high NA objec-
tive can be approximated by a 3-D Gaussian function in am-
plitude with a linearly progressed phase along the axial direc-
tion:

E�x,y,z� = E0 exp�−
x2 + y2

wr
2 −

z2

wz
2 − i�kz� ,

where wr and wz are the axial and lateral field waists, respec-
tively; k=nw /c is the wave vector with w=2��; and ��1
indicates a phase shift from simple collimated beam—
commonly referred as Gouy phase shift or phase anomaly. � is

ltiplier tube; APD, avalanche photo diode; SHG, second-harmonic
ce for both TPEF �red� and SHG �green�. Both signals give a quadratic
ls are separated by their characteristic wavelengths. The two-photon
650 nm�, the transmittance of which is shown in red. The spectrum

and is shown in green.
oto mu
enden
o signa
0 nm to
15 nm
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ess than 1; therefore, the effective wavelength of the excita-
ion light near the focal center is longer than that in the me-
ium. As a result, SHG from a tightly focused beam is maxi-
ized at an angle away from the axial direction, determined

y the phase match conditions. Therefore, the collection effi-
iency of the SHG depends on the numerical aperture of the
etection objective.

Based on previous studies of SHG from a tightly focused
aussian beam,25 the spatial distribution of SHG under our

urrent experimental conditions is presented in Fig. 4�c�. De-
endence of collection efficiency of SHG on the NA of the
etection objective can be achieved by integrating the power
robability density over the cone angle spanned by the detec-
ion objective �Fig. 4�b��. Our current detection objective
NA=0.5� collects about 50% of the maximum SHG signal,
ufficient to resolve the spatial distribution contrast of the
ollagen fiber bundles in the sample �see the following re-
ults�.

.4 Wide-Field Color Image Acquisition of the
Stained Sample

ide-field images of the stained tissue sections were acquired
n an upright microscope �Zeiss Axiophot, Serco Technical
ervices, Inc., Livermore, California� with an air-gapped ob-

ective �20�, NA=0.5, Plan-Neofluar, Zeiss, Jena, Ger-
any�. Color images were taken using a color camera �Mi-

ig. 4 SHG deflection caused by Gouy phase shift. �a� Coordinate
ystem. The origin is set at the focal center of both the excitation
bjective and the detection objective, characterized by their numeri-
al apertures NAexc and NAdet, respectively. Excitation light travels
long the z axis and polarizes in the x axis. �b� SHG collection effi-
iency versus NA of the detection objective. �c� Side �left� and top
right� view of the power distribution of the SHG under the current
xperimental conditions.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 024042-
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croPublisher 5.0 cooled RTV, QImaging, British Columbia,
Canada� installed on the microscope trinocular and recorded
with commercial software �iVision version, 4.011, iVision,
Inc., Atlanta, Georgia�. The exposure time was 50 ms per
frame.

2.5 Image Processing
Post-data-acquisition image processing was accomplished us-
ing the commercial package MATLAB �The MathWorks, Inc.,
Natick, Massachusetts�. All images are presented with pseudo
color coding: red for the fluorescence and green for the SHG.
In preparing the composite images �Fig. 5�, 12 equal-
intensity-interval isosurfaces were first rendered from the 3-D
scanning data, with the degree of opacity proportional to the
isosurface value. These isosurfaces were then overlaid for
TPEF and SHG, projected onto a 2-D plane, and visualized
from the +z �cf. Fig. 2� direction. Figure 6 was generated by
applying the same procedures as Fig. 5, except that isosur-
faces are constructed from every 10 consecutive z-sectioned
images. In accordance with standard histology of the skin, all
images are presented with the epidermis layer on the top.

3 Results
3.1 Comparison with Histology
Raster-scanned multimodal multiphoton imaging was first
carried out on the unstained tissue sections, where both SHG
�Fig. 7�a�� and TPEF �Fig. 7�e�� were recorded for each pixel.
After the multimodal microscopy was complete, Masson’s
trichrome stain was applied to the same region of the same
sample, where hematoxyline stained the nucleus dark brown,
ponceau acid fuchsin stained the cytoplasm and keratin red,
and aniline blue stained the collagen blue �Figs. 7�b� and
7�f��. This allows a direct, one-to-one comparison of the mul-
tiphoton image from the unstained sample with the trichrome-
stained image. The position of the representative area within
the whole tissue section is marked by the black rectangle in
Fig. 7�d�.

SHG specifically contrasts the collagen fiber bundles, con-
firmed by the excellent spatial overlap between the green and
blue pattern in Figs. 7�c� and 7�h�. Composite stained/TPEF
images reveal two cases �Figs. 7�g� and 7�h��. First, bright
fluorescence spots locate melanin in melanoma cells, as seen
from the overlap of the red-stained cytoplasm and the strong
fluorescence signal �yellow arrows in Fig. 7�h��. Second, non-
negligible fluorescence background, which is about 20% of
the melanoma fluorescence, suggests possible adherence of
autofluorescent components to the collagen fiber bundles, evi-
denced by the purple color �red arrows in Fig. 7�h�� along the
collagen structure in the stained results. The precise origin of
this autofluorescent signal is unclear but is likely to arise from
both cellular and tissue components. There are two main
sources of cellular autofluorescence:16 reduced pyridine
nucleotides—NAD�P�H, and flavoproteins. NAD�P�H, which
absorbs light around 365 nm, is unlikely to contribute to the
detected fluorescence background since it will not be signifi-
cantly excited in a two-photon process by the 830-nm exci-
tation light. Flavoproteins, which are excited around 450 nm
and fluoresce between 500 to 600 nm, are a viable candidate
for the source of the autofluorescent signal. Indeed,
March/April 2009 � Vol. 14�2�4
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utofluorescence from a single fibroblast cell has been ob-
erved from both one-photon19 and two-photon excitation �our
ontrol experiment; data not shown�. In addition to the cellu-
ar chromophores, tissue component elastin may be another
ource of the observed autofluorescence. Its two-photon exci-
ation fluorescence spanning from 425 nm to 600 nm has
een reported in the spectroscopic studies of the endogenous
uorescence species in human skin17 and in the coronary

ig. 6 Z-sectioned composite images from TPEF �red� and second-ha
he image construction procedure is the same as Fig. 5 except that ea
rom papillary dermis, whereas panels �f� to �j� are from reticular derm
ave been outlined respectively by red and green dashed lines as ey
60 �m2 for reticular dermis, respectively. The average 830-nm incid

he average dwelling time for each pixel is 7 ms.

ig. 5 Top view of the 3-D co-localization images of TPEF �red� and
eticular dermis ��d� to �f��. Five equal-interval-intensity isosurfaces w
pacity was set to proportional to the detected signal intensity. The re
irection. Isosurface values were chosen to cover signal strength from
undle’s SHG. �a� to �c�: Composite �a�, TPEF �b�, and SHG �c� image
e�, and SHG �f� images of melanoma cell clusters within reticular derm
n A and D, indicated by arrows. Melanosomes, dendritic structure, an
rrows a, b, and c, respectively. Image size: 20�20 �m2 for �a� to �
apillary dermis and 0.6 mW for reticular dermis. The average dwell
ournal of Biomedical Optics 024042-

m: http://biomedicaloptics.spiedigitallibrary.org/ on 12/12/2016 Terms of Use
artery.29 This autofluorescent background, however, does not
hamper the use of intrinsic melanoma signal as a contrast
agent in TPEF imaging because of its low intensity �cf. Fig.
5�.

These observations suggest the possibility of investigating
the interrelationship between melanoma cells and the collagen
fiber matrix in great detail at high spatial resolution, as dem-
onstrated by the experimental results given in the following.

generation �green� for papillary dermis and reticular dermis regions.
ge is constructed from 10 consecutive z sections. Panels �a� to �e� are
th the z=0 �m and the z=12 �m panels, the TPEF and SHG patterns
s. Individual image size is 20�20 �m2 for papillary dermis and 60
wer is 1.0 mW for papillary dermis and 0.6 mW for reticular dermis.

d-harmonic generation �green� from papillary dermis ��a� to �c�� and
dered from stacks of z-sectioned plane images, where the degree of
cted 3-D images were then projected to 2-D and viewed from the +z
round level to the mean value of melanin TPEF or the collagen fiber
elanoma cell within papillary dermis. �d� to �f�: Composite �d�, TPEF

e melanoma and collagen boundary is marked by yellow dashed lines
collagen fluorescence background �see main text� are marked by the
60 �m2 for �d� to �f�. The 830-nm incident power was 1.0 mW for

e for each pixel is 7 ms.
rmonic
ch ima
is. In bo
e guide
ent po
secon
ere ren
constru

backg
s of a m

is. Th
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c�, 60�
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ig. 7 Comparison between SHG, TPEF, and Masson’s trichrome stained images. �a� Second-harmonic generation �SHG�, �b� Masson’s trichrome
tained, and �c� SHG/stain overlaid composite image of the marked area in �d�, where collagen fiber bundles confirmed from staining �blue� overlap
ell with the structure visible in the SHG image �green�. �d� Wide-field image of the unstained tissue section. The black rectangle marks the
osition of areas presented in �a� to �c� and �e� to �g�. �e� TPEF, �f� Masson’s trichrome stained, and �g� TPEF/stain overlaid composite image of the
arked area in �d�, where strong fluorescence emission spots overlap with melanoma and weak emission overlaps with the collagen fiber bundles,
hich may have associated autofluorescent components �see panels �h� and main text�. The boundary between the epidermis and dermis can be

eadily recognized �black arrow in �b��. Morphological difference for collagen in papillary dermis �finer� and reticular dermis �thicker� can be seen.
h� A close view of a representative area from �a�, �b�, �f�, and �e�, where collagen fiber bundles �red arrows� and melanoma cells �yellow arrows�
re readily identified by the stained results and specifically contrasted by second-harmonic generation and TPEF respectively. Note that the purple
olor �red arrows� along the collagen fiber bundles indicates possible adherence of cytoplasmic components. These components, such as fibro-
lasts, may contribute to the weak autofluorescence background as observed in panel �e�. Melanoma cells can be easily identified by their much
tronger fluorescence over the background �intensity profile in �h��. Amelanotic melanoma cells in the stained image fail to appear in the
uorescence image �nucleus indicated by green arrows in �h��.
ournal of Biomedical Optics March/April 2009 � Vol. 14�2�024042-6
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.2 Colocalization of Melanoma Cells and Collagen
Fiber Bundles

he relatively small number of melanoma cells contained in
oth the papillary and reticular dermis regions in this tissue
iopsy allows morphological investigations at the single-cell
evel. Samples were imaged under the multimodal configura-
ion, focusing on individual melanoma cells and their imme-
iate surroundings �cf. Fig. 1�.

Figs. 5�a�–5�c� display the SHG/TPEF composite image,
he TPEF, and the SHG image of a melanoma cell in the
apillary dermis region. The interrelationship between col-
agen matrix and the cell is clearly seen. The bipolar feature
f the melanoma cell can be readily recognized. The pericel-
ular structures spreading from the center of the melanoma
ell are also observed, as indicated by arrows in Fig. 5�b�. The
pherically shaped objects in the melanin emission channel,
ndicated by yellow arrows in Fig. 5�b�, are attributed to mel-
nosomes. The morphological characteristics changed when
oving into the reticular region. As shown in Figs. 5�d� and

�e�, the melanoma cells appear to aggregate. This is consis-
ent with a known invasion mode in which clusters of cancer-
us cells can migrate together. In addition, compared with
elanoma cells in the papillary dermis region, a significantly

ncreased TPEF signal is seen co-localizing with the collagen
atrix.
Further insight can be obtained by inspecting the TPEF-

HG co-localization at various sections along the cutting sur-
ace. A series of z-sectioned images from the cell in Figs. 5�a�
nd 5�b� are shown in Fig. 6. Although the examined tissue is
hin �3 microns�, we can readily recognize morphological dif-
erences between each section.

Discussion
isual inspection of cellular morphology often serves as the

nitial yet most important step in clinical diagnosis. For ex-
mple, one of the diagnosis criteria for infection by such vi-
uses as cytomegalovirus, herpes simplex virus, or varicella
oster virus is the ballooning shape of infected cells.61 Genetic
efects can cause blood-related diseases exhibiting pheno-
ypes of deformed red blood cells, including sickle-cell dis-
ases and spherocytosis in hemolytic anemia and
halassemia.62 Along the same vein, tumor cells, bearing a

odified genetic markup, usually display an altered appear-
nce compared to normal cells.63

Tumor invasion relies critically on interactions between
ancer cells and the extracellular matrix. Cellular morphology
ay serve as an integrated indicator for cancer diagnosis as
ell as reveal the invasion pathways and mechanisms for me-

astasis. Much insight about the cell shape and its relationship
o cancer physiology has been provided by laboratory studies
f cultured cells and animal models. Both the mechanical
roperties of the host matrix and the chemical factors in the
nvironment are known to influence the tumorigenesis and
etastasis of cells.64 Recent results from 3-D cell-culturing

ssays have revealed drastically different cell morphology
ompared to those of cells cultured on 2-D substrates,65–68

ighlighting the importance of the 3-D interrelationship in
ell–cell and cell–extracellular matrix interactions.69

New insights can be drawn from interpretation of such 3-D
nterrelationships obtained from our two-photon microscopy.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 024042-
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In addition to the morphological examination of both mela-
noma cells and extracellular matrix at different regions,
TPEF/SHG composite images suggest that the dendritic fea-
tures of melanoma cells may extend into and be sheathed by
collagen envelopes �indicated by black arrows in Figs.
6�b�–6�d��. Comparison of the trichrome-stained images with
TPEF images indicates that bright fluorescence spots �melanin
rich� always correspond to melanoma cells in the stained im-
age. There were, however, occasional instances in which
melanoma cells may have lost their melanin production capa-
bility �nucleus indicated by the green arrows in Fig. 7�h�� so
that there was insufficient melanin to be detected by the
TPEF. This type of melanoma, amelanotic melanoma, which
is commonly difficult to detect, can be easily recognized by
the examination of stained/TPEF composite images. More-
over, several basic questions regarding cancer cell invasion
now appear more approachable. For example, how do mela-
noma cells manipulate the collagen fiber in their invasion pro-
cess? Are different invasion mechanisms adopted depending
on the local environment or stimuli? Under what conditions is
proteolysis or deformation preferred by melanoma? How does
the extracellular matrix respond to or regulate the invading
melanoma cells, and does the matrix recover afterward? All
these questions can in principle be approached with improved
imaging capabilities, which will come from further fundamen-
tal studies of nonlinear imaging and spectroscopy in complex
systems.

Considering visualization needs from laboratory research
to clinical application, it will be advantageous if the same
general microscopy method can be used for imaging the 3-D
morphology of individual cells in cell culture, in tissue
samples, and in vivo. This calls for imaging methods utilizing
a contrast mechanism that does not require extrinsic labeling,
yet provides sufficient specificity to differentiate cells from
the extracellular matrix. Using melanoma as a model, the
present work demonstrates the feasibility of using multimodal
nonlinear optical microscopy to visualize the 3-D cellular
morphological features in unstained biopsies. Such feasibility
has also been shown using confocal reflectance
microscopy,38,44,70 where melanin generates strong signal due
to its efficient light scattering capability. The back-reflection
configuration also enables confocal reflectance microscopy to
be applied to in vivo imaging of human skin, offering great
potential in noninvasive diagnosis of skin cancers. However,
collagen with typical bundle size of several tens of microns,
also scatters the light efficiently, which unfortunately makes it
difficult to morphologically differentiate between the mela-
noma cells and their intermediate collagen matrix.44 An alter-
native approach to examine unstained skin tissue is the re-
cently developed two-photon absorption microscopy,14,45,46

where contrast is achieved through excitation light with either
modulated intensity or tailored pulse shape. Melanin, a good
light absorber, again serves as an important contrasting com-
ponent. However, the identification of collagen appears diffi-
cult due to its limited light absorption in the infrared regime.
Our multimodal multiphoton study, therefore, offers a pos-
sible complementary solution for spatially resolving mela-
noma cells and their local collagen environment under native
physiological conditions. The configuration can be easily
modified to detect the backward-reflected SHG for the conve-
nience of clinical applications. Indeed, it should be relatively
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traightforward to reconfigure an existing multiphoton confo-
al microscope for this purpose.

Conclusion
n this study, 3-D TPEF/SHG co-localization images give
napshots of cell morphology and cell–extracellular matrix
rganization, providing for the first time high-resolution visu-
lization of the invasive cancer cells in their native environ-
ent. Melanoma and collagen fiber bundles can be specifi-

ally resolved by single-wavelength excitation, which is also
onfirmed by a separate staining experiment of the region.
olarized melanoma cells and their surrounding collagen ma-

rices have been clearly resolved, providing evidence that the
ellular morphological characteristics of proliferating melano-
ytes previously observed in cultured assay are preserved in
issue samples. The melanoma cells and their host collagen
ber bundles have been shown to be amenable to studies us-

ng TPEF and SHG microscopy. In addition, this report has
emonstrated that a single excitation wavelength is sufficient
o generate contrast specifically for both melanoma cells and
ollagen fibers. This proof-of-principle experiment has al-
eady started to reveal intricate features that are otherwise lost
n conventional histology studies, suggesting the potential of
sing nonlinear multimodal imaging as a routine tool for more
dvanced studies.
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